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What do we do?

• Every year since 2002 we have predicted potential 

Nobel Prize winners

• Over the years we have got quite a few right!

– But rarely in the right year....

– It requires a bit of luck to predict a Nobel Prize, but we aim 

to maximise our chances

• It’s a fantastic PR campaign for us

– Coverage in global news media

– Website traffic

– Social media

– Recipient's promotional materials 
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2013 predictions 

• Sorry they aren’t available yet.... 

• But keep your eyes on: sciencewatch.com over the 

next few days
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How do we do it?

• “Numerous studies in the past three decades have 

shown a strong correlation between citations in the 

literature and peer esteem, often reflected in 

professional awards, such as the Nobel Prize.

• This should cause no surprise. Citations have been  

likened to repayments of intellectual debts, so 

persons who have accumulated such credits from 

their peers are often those whom these peers 

nominate for prizes and other honors”

– David Pendlebury, Thomson Reuters 
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How do we do it?

• We look at a variety of indicators

– High-impact papers

– Total citation counts

– Citations per paper relative to field averages

– Author disambiguation is time consuming

• Does the data reflect themes that might be 

considered worthy by the Nobel Committee

• There are other considerations, for example:

– Nobel prizes are generally not awarded for theoretical 

research (unless proven)

– Deceased researchers are not awarded the prize
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Not simply a list of names
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For each prediction we 

aim to have a package 

of information



Sometimes we have a ceremony too

• Although there is not a formal ceremony, we have 

on occasion given “Citation Laureate” awards 
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Professor Masatake Haruta, 

Tokyo Metropolitan University 



Recipients also publicise the award
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How successful are we?

• 27 successful predictions since 2002

– Chemistry 3

– Economics 7

– Medicine 10

– Physics 7

• We typically predict 3 research topics per year, up 

to 3 people per topic. 

• We get something right every year. But often the 

prediction pre-dates the award by a number of 

years
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The media impact: Website
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The media impact: Media

• Facebook – 225,000 reach, 2,200 likes, 600 shares

• 294 media outlets ran the press release

• 537 media outlets covered the 2012 citation 

laureates

• 122 original articles and significant blog posts

• Major coverage on Reuters news, AP and USA 

Today – generated 121 additional press 

appearances
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Thank you!
Simon Pratt
Product Manager, Institutional Research

simon.pratt@thomsonreuters.com
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